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BIOMETRICS - A QUICK RECAP
•

Biometrics is HARD	


•

Attacks against fingerprint
based biometric systems are
not new.	


•

Current NO biometric
system on the market is able
to resist these attacks	


•

We leave our fingerprints on
EVERYTHING we touch.

TON VAN DER PUTTE AND
JEROEN KEUNING
•

21st September 2000, Ton van der Putte and Jeroen
Keuning published a paper titled “Biometric Fingerprint
Recognition: Don’t get your fingers burned”	


•

Their research showed that it was possible to create
wafer thin silicon dummy that could be worn over the
finger.	


•

Cloned fingerprints made in silicone could be attached
to this dummy and then used to fool fingerprint
sensors.	


•

Creating cloned fingers could be done with
cooperation or covertly by photographing a latent
print and then attaching the negative to a
photosensitive PCB before exposing and etching it to
make a mould.	


•

In 2000 fingerprint sensors had almost NO liveness
tests.

THE GUMMY ATTACK
•

In 2002, building on the work done by Ton van der Putte,
Tsutomo Matsumoto widened the research to include a number
of fingerprint bypass attacks.	


•

He refined the technique for lifting fingerprints by using the
Cyanoacrylate technique favored by CSI technicians and
simplified the “editing process” with photoshop	


•

The rest of his cloning process was a revised version of the
etching process used by Ton van der Putte	


•

He found that the gelatin from “Gummi bears” made an
excellent material for cloning fingerprints”	


Live finger - Moisture 16% Resistance 16 mohms/cm	

Gummi - Moisture 23% Resistance 20 mohms/cm	

Silicone - Impossible to measure.	


!

•

He tested both Gummi gelatin and Silicone against a wide range
of devices and found that - Capacitive devices generally aren’t
fooled by silicon, while purely optical devices can be fooled by
both.

THE PRINTER ATTACK
•

In 2004 Starbug from the German Hacker Group,
CCC further refined the fingerprint duplication
process by removing the PCB etching step.	


•

Starbug discovered that if you printed the
photoshopped copy of the fake fingerprint onto
projector transparency film using a laser printer set
to maximum toner depth, a sufficiently deep profile
of the fingerprint is created that can be used as a
mould.	


•

By spearing wood glue onto the relief of the
fingerprint on the printed side it is possible to
create a clone that will fool most optical biometrtic
sensors.	


•

it is less effective against capacitive sensors, though
success can be increased by wetting the clone.

CONCLUSION: 	

FINGERPRINT BIOMETRICS ARE BROKEN
•

They have been broken since the 90s!	


•

There have been incremental changes
such as liveness tests, photography
using different spectra	


•

So far all these countermeasures do
is make it harder to clone prints, not
have successfully stopped it.	


•

That doesn't mean fingerprint
biometrics is useless.	


•

Security doesn't have to be perfect just “enough”.

IPHONE 5S
•

The TouchID sensor in the 5s is made by
AuthenTec who Apple acquired in 2012. 	


•

AuthenTec was at that time the market
leader in fingerprint biometrics.	


•

AuthenTec even had a number of
patents to foil cloned fingerprint attacks.	

•

e.g. http://www.google.com/patents/
US20090316963 filed in 2009.	


•

None of this made it into TouchID.	


•

The 5s was hacked within hours of its
launch.

IPHONE 6
•

Apple made few - if any - changes to the
TouchID sensor on the iPhone 6	


•

There were only really two noticeable
differences. 	

1. TouchID on the iPhone 6 seems to
be more accurate - faster with fewer
false negatives.	

2. TouchID on the iPhone 6 needs an
accurate clone. Poorly defined ridge
detail or aspect ratio distortion = fail.	


•

However taking this into account, the iPhone
6 falls to exactly the same attack as the
iPhone 5s.

DEMO

HOW TO CREATE A FAKE
FINGERPRINT - STEP BY STEP
1. Retrieve a suitable latent fingerprint.	

2. Lift the print 	

3. photograph the print	

4. Edit the print in photoshop - make sure you preserve its
original size/aspect ratio!	

5. Invert the print	

6. Print the edited, inverted print onto transparency film.	

7. Use the printed film to expose a photosensitive PCB.	

8. Etch the PCB	

9. You should now have a PCB with the relief of a fingerprint
standing out on it. Use this as a mould and smear a thin
(1mm) layer of Elmer’s School Glue onto the fingerprint(s)	

10. Let the glue dry *completely*	

11. PROFIT

HOW TO CREATE A FAKE
FINGERPRINT - COMMON PROBLEMS
1. The iPhone 6 requires an accurate clone of a fingerprint.
Be careful when you clean up the ridge detail and make
sure you dont re-size the print or it will fail.	

2. The layer of glue has to be thick enough to prevent your
ridge detail from showing through. However it also needs
to be thin enough that your fingers natural resistance isn't
too badly effected,	

3. moisture is important, no moisture and you will fail. too
much moisture and you will fail. This is one one the reasons
why some substances are better than others. if in doubt,
lick the clone.	

4. if you don’t let the glue cure, then the first time you use
the clone the ridge detail will distort and it will fail. Ridge
details distorts over time anyway so a clone has a finite
lifecycle.	

5. A good way to test your material and clone technique is to
create a mould using a real finger pressed into hot wax,
then apply the cloning material - such as elmer’s glue. use
this to work out the right material and the correct depth.

WHAT THIS MEANS IN THE
“REAL WORLD”
1. The TouchID is good enough to keep casual
intruders out of your phone.	

2. A street robber will not lift your fingerprints and
unlock you phone.	

3. TouchID is NOT good enough to withstand a
targeted attack. A stalker, a professional their or
even the police are all skilled enough to lift a
fingerprint and unlock your phone.	

4. TouchID is not a substitute for two factor
authentication. It cannot withstand passive attacks
like using a sleeping person’s finger or duress
attacks such as forcing someone to use their
finger.	

5. TouchID is good enough to show the presence of
the owner but not confirm intent - it should be
backed up with a pin code or other simple
authentication tools to prevent misuse.
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1. While TouchID is secure enough for things like keeping
casual intruders out of your phone or foiling phone thieves
it faces a whole different set of challenges when it comes
to payments.	

2. Using the same method to unlock your phone, authorize
payments and close windows is fundamentally a BAD idea.	

3. By pressing the home button to close an annoying advert
you could also end up authorizing a payment.	

4. While not foolproof, users should be allowed to use a
different digit to unlock the phone and make payments.	

5. Another recommendation would be to allow a 4 digit pin
to compliment TouchID authorization for payments.	

6. Toll fraud IS the primary method of monetization for
malware. Until now there has not been a compelling
monetization method for the iPhone. ApplePay could
change all of this. 	

	

 - and it offers SIGNIFICANT advantages over traditional
]	

 SMS based toll fraud operations.

CONCLUSION
1. TouchID is great. Combined with Activation lock it makes Apple
devices REALLY hard to steal.	

2. TouchID is great. It has lifted the number of users with a pin/lock
on their device from 50% or less to over 90%.	

3. TouchID is NOT a silver bullet. It is a medium security, convenient
method to unlock a device and should be treated as such.	

4. TouchID should be used with care when it comes to things like
making payments.	

5. TouchID should be used with carte when it comes to proof of
identity in highly sensitive situations.	

6. TouchID should be used with care when it comes to things like
unlocking devices in special circumstances.	

	

 - It doesn't matter how well your phone is encrypted of the
police can just compel your fingerprint and unlock it without
breaking a sweat.	

	

 - Additional security features like user configurable timeouts,
duress codes and user configurable attempts should be
implemented to mitigate these risks.	


